
Someone Else - New single from Nille Nyc 

With clear references to the world of R&B music, the edgy vocals of Nille 
Nyc shine through on her new single, “Someone Else”.  

Following up on the release of her debut EP “PowerPainPillsPercussion” (2020), Danish electro 
pop artist Nille Nyc is set to release “Someone Else”, her first single of 2021, as a per cursor to her 
upcoming full-length album.  

Let’s face it, we’ve all been there: a relationship that seems to constantly be teetering on the edge 
of the abyss, until one day when it finally implodes.  Afterwards, all that we can do is pick up the 
pieces and move on.  “Someone Else” is a story about looking back at the aftermath of a bad 
relationship from the safety of a better place.  With a playful guitar, heavy R&B beat and edgy 
vocals, “Someone Else” opens a new chapter in Nille Nyc’s musical journey. 

“Throughout our lifetime we experience relationships which challenge our core values as human 
beings, both professionally and personally. Every relationship needs to grow and mature; to look 
to the future while keeping the lessons of the past in mind.  The same holds true for music.  Every 
musician needs to keep innovating and experimenting.  They need to take risks and challenge 
themselves by exploring new ideas and new ways of expressing themselves.  If they don’t, then 
they run the risk of becoming static and their music will suffer for it”, Nille Nyc says.  

To realize her musical vision for “Someone Else”, Nille Nyc collaborated with producer Christian 
Coer (FRAADS, Daniel Firth among others).  Nille explains: 

On “Someone Else” I collaborated with the Danish producer Christian Coer and moved away from 
the dark, heavy synth sounds on songs like “Safe Island” by wrapping elements from R&B around 
more traditional singer-songwriter instruments. I really like how the clear, crisp sound matches my 
vocals on this track and underlines the song’s message.” 

“Someone Else” will be released on all major streaming services Friday, March 26th. 



 Facts about Nille Nyc: 

- She holds a Master’s Degree in Engineering 
- She entered the music industry in her late thirties  
- She writes, composes, records and co-produces all of her own music 
- She is written about regularly by music media outlets 
- She released her debut single in January 2018 
- Her single ‘Safe Island’ debuted on Danish National Radio, DR P3 in 2019 
- Her debut EP ‘PowerPainPillsPercussion’ was released in May, 2020 
- She is a wife and mother of two
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